Wall Mount Bracket Kit
Installation Guide
for CHS5000-8000CR & SAC5000-8000CR Cradles

Introduction
This guide provides instructions for mounting the KT-102375-01R bracket for use with one CHS5000-8000CR (eight-slot) CA50 charger, or two SAC5000-8000CR (eight-slot) battery chargers.

Included Hardware
• KT-102375-01R Mounting Bracket
• Two black .5" Phillips round head, thread cutting screws.

Mounting Instructions
Follow the steps below to mount one CHS5000-8000CR (eight-slot) CA50 charger, or two SAC5000-8000CR (eight-slot) battery chargers (as pictured).

1. Slide the four bracket mounting tabs into the receptacles on the bottom of the cradle as shown in diagram 1A. Ensure the screw holes in the bracket flanges align with the screw holes in the cradle.

2. Screw two .5" Phillips screws (supplied) into the two bracket flanges and tighten until the cradle is securely attached to the bracket (diagram 2A).

3. Use six screws to mount the bracket to a wall (diagram 3A and 3B).

NOTE
When mounting two eight-slot battery chargers, slide two bracket mounting tabs into each battery charger (diagram 1B).

NOTE
When mounting two eight-slot battery chargers, use one .5" Phillips screw in each flange and tighten one flange to each cradle (diagram 2B).

NOTE
Refer to the CA50 Client/UCA Server Developer Guide (p/n 72E-93914-xx) for detailed product information. For the latest guide, visit: http://www.zebra.com/support.